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Near Kingsbury Drive, Jarrahdale - 3 months ago



Working Together

Grass-roots community groups working together to prevent the approval

of the largest bauxite mine on earth in the last Jarrah forest on earth.



SPEAKERS

1. Environmental Impacts and The Future of Aluminium
Dr Jeff Bremer – Jarrahdale Forest Protectors

2. Campaign Summary and  Vision for the Darling Range
Jennie Wise – Dwellingup Discovery Forest Defenders



5Outline –Background, Environmental Impacts and The Future

1. Background – The Right to Mine

2. The scope and impact of bauxite mining (past, present and
future)

3. Impact of climate change and mining on environmental water.

4. Impact of alumina production on environmental water.

5. Impact of mining on carbon storage and recovery following
rehabilitation.

6. Why “rehabilitation” will damage the environment and
threaten Jarrah Forest Ecology

7. Fire management and risks in rehab forest

8. The Future of the Aluminium Industry J. Bremer, Jarrahdale Forest Protectors  7th December 2021



1. BACKGROUND SUMMARY – THE RIGHT TO MINE
• Alumina Refineries Act 1961 – Established a 700,000 Hectare mining lease and

Alcoa’s right to mine with precedence over
• Conservation (forest clearing, and endangered species habitat)
• Recreation (trails, campsites)
• Drinking water catchment areas (e.g. Serpentine Dam Reservoir Protection

Zone)

• Multiple Acts and iterations followed but Alcoa are still exempt from the EPA Act
with mining regulated by the “Mining Management Programs Liaison Group” –
MMPLG since 1979.

• Alcoa voluntarily  apply to the EPA for review and approval of expansions in
operations (but not always).

• They have  recently applied to the EPA for approval for TWO NEW MINES
(Holyoake and Myara North) but the Larego mine did not go through the EPA but
obtained its approval through the MMPLG.

• CHANGES TO THE EPA ACT IN 2020 NOW REQUIRE APPLICANTS TO INCLUDE
CUMULATIVE IMPACT. Alcoa’s finalised submission is expected in 2022

• Under the 1961 Act, Alcoa’s Mining lease is up for a 21 year renewal in 2024
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72. Impact of mining - alcoa’s forest clearing and cumulative impact

• Proposed Expansion of Alcoa’s
Bauxite Mine

• 1965         – 14 Ha  / year

• 1975           ~  100 Ha / year

• 2019           - 947 Ha/ year*

• 2025/2030 ~ 1300 Ha / year?

• 91,000 hectares of forest
impacted since 1965

• 27,606 hectares proposed

• 22,915 hectares approved

(Myara North)

Approved

Proposed

*Question On Notice No. 3028, Legislative
Council, 11 August 2020

Proposed

(Holyoake)

(Larego Mine)



* Forest clearing estimated between 26,000 ~30,000 Ha
(91,000 Ha Impacted)

* Ambiguous information in Alcoa’s referral to EPA. Likely to be
revised in their final submission

82. The Impact of Mining - Clearing of Forest is Accelerating
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92.Impact of mining – Huntly mine view from the air

North Dandalup Dam
Monadnocks
Conservation Park

• The Huntly Mine is the
largest bauxite mine in the
world.

• Huntly and Willowdale
mines deliver 38 million
tonnes of bauxite and 9
million tonnes of alumina.

• Alcoa propose to increase
to 42.5 million tonnes of
bauxite.

• They are 61% of Australia’s
production. With Australia
supplying 16% of the
world’s supply of Alumina.

Serpentine
Dam Mount Solus

Mount Cooke



Accelerated
Clearing of
forest :
Time lapse
view of
Alcoa’s
Huntly from
space
1987 to 2016

Video credit:  D. Osborne www.walkGPS.com.au
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3. The Impact of Climate Change

• Climate change is an
existential threat to
the survival  of the
Jarrah Forrest

• Warning issued by 38
Eminent Scientists
from 29 universities
and institutions

Reference Bergstrom, D.M. et al. (2021) “Combating ecosystem collapse from the tropics to the Antarctic”, Global Change Biology. 2021;00:1–12.

Australian Scientists say there are 19 ecosystems showing evidence of collapse



123. Impact of climate change on environmental water supply.
The Dropping Water Table

Photo Credit : From ABC News “Thousands of tress killed by drought and extreme heatwaves” 2 December 2015

Photo from Perth Hills
during heatwave of
2010/2011

• Average rainfall has
dropped 15%~20% since
1975

• The water table has
dropped dramatically in
past 50 years.

• Test bores in the
Wungong catchment have
shown drops of up to
11m.

Thousands of trees killed by drought and heatwave in 2010/11



13The gap between rainfall and evaporation is stream runoff

K. Raiter (2007) “Rainfall-runoff relationships for Darling Range  Water Catchments in 2007“  - Water Corporation Report (Appendix B Raimfall and Runoff Data)
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143. Impact of climate change and mining on environmental water supply- Hydrology

AJ Reed, KL Barrett and JT Croton 2012, “Future streamflows from the northern jarrah forest: Learnings from the Wungong Catchment Trial “

• Hydrology modelling is balance of rainfall,
surface water and groundwater flows,
geological structures, terrain  and vegetation

• Regrowth forest  increases the Leaf Area
Index of  vegetation. i.e much greater leaf
areas result in greater losses to transpiration
compared to mature forest



153. Mining Revegetation Impact on Water Supply*

• 91,000 hectares of forests have been impacted by
mining.

• Croton and Reed (2007)** measured increased
transpiration losses  losses in mined catchments  due
to thin pole and dense packed regrowth losses of
approximately 50mm per annum.

• The direct impact of mining rehab in 2021 is a loss of
environmental water of approximately 45GL/year
(i.e. 15% of Perth’s water supply)

• The estimated cost to tax payers in desalinated water
cost is $91million ~ to $137 million per annum.

* This analysis based F. Batini.  “IFA Statement on Bauxite Mining and Revegetation in the Northern Jarrah Forest “ Institute of Foresters Statement, November 2018
**J   T Croton  and AJ Reed (2007), “Hydrology and Bauxite Mining on the  Darling Plateau“Restoration Ecology Vol. 15, No. 4 (Supplement), pp. S40–S47



164. Alumina Production and Water Supply

• Alcoa currently produces 9 million tonnes /annum of
alumina.

• One tonne of Alumina require approximately 2 tonnes of
fresh water water* to process it, so total draw down on
environmental water is 18 gigalitres /annum
(i.e. 6% of Perth’s water supply)

• The estimated cost to tax payers in desalinated water
cost is $36 million ~ to $48 million per annum.

*See https://www.alcoa.com/australia/en/pdf/wag_chapter_4_existing_wagerup_refinery.pdf In addition there is a further 2 tonnes of water from tailings dam
decant, rainfall run off on the tailings dams and refinery stormwater collection. i.e. there are  4 tonnes of water in all. This analysis is conservative and only
considers fresh water taken from  dams in the darling range at the same rates as measured in 2005. .It does not account for any dry  dry periods between 2005
and the present.



17Summary of Losses in Environmental Water

• 61 GL loss of water is 21%
of the annual
Perth/Kalgoorlie water
supply for all businesses and
a population of 2 million

OR

• 47% of the Perth-Canning
River system

• Approximate economic
value $127 million ~ $175
million per annum



185.Carbon Storage in Mature Forest
• Land clearing is a significant contributor

to world carbon emissions
(approximately 13% of base on the IPCC
2018 report – Needs x-check!).

• Regrowth forest sequesters carbon
more quickly than mature forest but it
takes up to 150 years for regrowth to
recover the lost carbon from clearing.

• The best approach to managing climate
change and CO2 emissions is to STOP
knocking down mature Forest Keith et al (2014) Managing temperate forests for carbon storage:

impacts of logging versus forest protection on carbon stocks,  Ecosphere  -
June 2014 v Volume 5(6) v Article 75



195.Carbon Storage in Mature Forest

From this! It takes 150
years to get  it back

Protect this stored Carbon



206. Loss of Biodiversity and Pit Rehabilitation
(Perspective 1 – Failed Rehab Areas)

Alcoa Mining Rehab (Mundlimup) after 20~25 years
Tree plantations show severe depletion of the herbaceous
understory. Numerous plants and animals killed with
mammal and bird habitats destroyed.

Healthy Jarrah Forest
Biodiverse understorey providing habitat for plants and
animals.



216.Loss of Biodiversity and Pit Rehabilitation
(Perspective 2 – Loss of Mature Forest Habitat)

• “Alcoa has a multi-decade record of mine site rehabilitation and is the first mining
company in the world to achieve 100% plant species richness in rehabilitated mine
site areas. “ – Alcoa’s EPA referral document June 2020

• It does not instantly replace mature forest habitat. It takes 100 to 150 years.
Animals in the cleared areas lose their habitat and perish.

• There are no Mature forest refuges with East/West – North/South egress for
animals.

• Re-growth of slow growing plant species have to be managed with thinning, and
fire regimes which are not part of Alcoa’s completion criteria or their forward
commitments under the Alumina Refineries Act 1961 after 2045.

• Without changes to conditions and legislation the taxpayers will pick up the bill
for management from 2045 into the 22nd century.

• Forest thinning costs $1500~2000 per Hectare. This will approximately $137
million ~$182 million over the impacted area of 91,000 hectares. 50% more if
approval is given.



6. Biodiversity - Loss of Contiguous Mature Forest Habitat

Alcoa has not created mature forest refuges with
East/West – North/South egress for animals

Proposed

Approved

Proposed

Monadnocks
Conservation
Park

Serpentine
National
Park

Mount
Cook

Stranded habitats without any corridors for egress

22



6. Loss of Biodiversity and Habitat Trees

Myth Makers : This is Alcoa and the Forest Products Commission’s version of preserving habitat.
The FPC marks off “Habitat Trees” for preservation of breeding hollows for birds and mammals.
This one is isolated in a 200 hectare clearing near Jarrahdale/Karnet Prison Farm.



6. Biodiversity and Aesthetic Values

A catchment threatened by Alcoa’s expansion into the North of Serpentine
These wild places they have deep and lasting spiritual value to everyone and will be lost if
the bauxite miners are given access.
.
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• The Ferguson Report was critical of Alcoa

• Thin pole stands and dense understorey resulted in a
fire front running 3 times faster at approx. 3 km/hr. If
you live within 1 km from rehab areas you may have
only 20 minutes to escape a fire front.

• The contouring of the rehab areas left no fire trails
and blocked access to fire crews. For safety reasons
the rehab areas had to be abandoned.

• Fuel load management could not be carried out for
25 years, because the trees need that time to form
seeds. <Subsequent burns have typically destroyed
the under storey (and sometime the canopy) reducing
to 5 understorey species.>

• The special enquiry found Alcoa “should be
encouraged”  to under take best fire management
practices and fuel management.

• The report estimated the total losses associated with
the Waroona fire were  approximately $155 MILLION.

7. Mining Revegetation and Fire - The Ferguson Report

Dense rehab understory



268. The Future of Aluminium (Contd)
• MATURE FOREST AND WILDLIFE CORRIDORS - Whether Alcoa get’s approval or not, the reservation

of mature forest that provides habitat corridors North/South and East/West should be a minimum condition
Subject to EPA assessment, disused mining pits adjacent to corridors could be used to create water habitats as a
hedge against climate change.

LOOK DIFFERENTLY AT WILDLIFE IN THE NEXT 20 YEARS – WE NEED TO MAINTAIN HABITATS

(Myara North)

(Holyoake)

(Larego Mine)



278. The Future of Aluminium
• THE FUTURE - Alcoa’s Operations will cease at the expiry of the Alumina Refineries Act

in 2045, or whenever they mine the remaining bauxite in the Northern Jarrah Forest
Planning for an economic future beyond  2045 NEEDS TO START NOW.

• THE NEXT 20 YEARS - needs a TRANSITION PLAN with eco-friendly industries  that sustain our economy into
the 22nd century. The current plan has no tomorrow – just A DEPLETION of natural and mineral resources and
an industry shutdown!

68.5% of JAPAN’s land mass is covered by forest, the highest of the
OECD nations on par with  Sweden (68.9%). The forests we see
today are the result of 250 years of forest conservation and
silviculture started by the Tokugawa Shogunate in in the early
1600’s.  It initiated a recovery from imminent eco collapse after
1,000 years of  excessive logging

LOOK AT CONSERVATION DIFFERENTLY  - ECOTOURISM ADDS BILLIONS PER YEAR TO THE JAPAN’S ECONOMY



288. The Future of Aluminium (Contd)
• ALUMINIUM IN 20 YEARS TIME - The world still needs aluminium.  The Alumina and Aluminium Industry in

2050 will thrive in economies that are sustainable and future proof by :
Ø Not Mining Bauxite in Ecologically Sensitive Areas
Ø Developing zero-carbon sources of electricity and heat energy (Renewables +/- nuclear power?)
Ø Implements a circular aluminium economy through recycling aluminium.

LOOK AT INDUSTRY DIFFERENTLY  - THE WORLD ECONOMY IN 20 YEARS TIME WILL BE VERY DIFFERENT

• Australians consume 3 billion aluminium drink cans per years and
44% (19,800 tonnes ) ends up  in in landfill. Enough to make 264
jumbo jets!

• The World consumes 180 billion aluminium drink cans per
years If 44% are  also thrown away  (1.2 million tonnes) of
aluminium is lost.  Enough to make 15,840 jumbo jets!



298. LOOKING TO THE PAST OR THE FUTURE?



30Self-Drive Tour – Find Out For Yourself



31Closing Argument: Australia has the highest extinction rate in the world
We can reverse it!

• After 150 years of logging and 55 years of mining we now have a forest that is in a world biodiversity hotspot* that is under
threat of collapse.

• In the last 20 years both numbats and ringtail possums have disappeared in the Darling Range. Similarly Cockatoos have run out
of, food, water and breeding hollows and are on the endangered species list

• We cannot continue destroying  our endangered eco-systems as if there is no tomorrow, and pretend it is exempt from the
Environmental Protection Act

• WE CAN PROTECT OUR FORESTS , AND BUILD A BETTER FUTURE, BY PLANNING ECO-FRIENDLY INDUSTRIES  THAT
SUSTAIN OUR ECONOMY INTO THE 22ND CENTURY, AND BEYOND ALCOA’s MINE PLAN THAT ENDS IN 2045

* “Biodiversity Hotspot” means there are more than 1500 plant species (0.1% of the world supply) AND that the ecosystem has suffered more
than a 70% loss in species abundance.



Handover

View from the Children’s Playground from Serpentine Dam. What sort of future are we giving these kids?



Why we should tell Alcoa NO



34Why we should tell Alcoa NO
1. Biodiversity

2. Loss of amenity – nature based activities, physical and mental health

3. Ecotourism loss

4. Science  - 50%  of our medicines come from plants

5. Education

6. Toxic waste risk

7. Too good for too long – rates, water, small towns as collateral damage, no
security for private investment, division of communities, low royalty rates.

8. WHAT WILL BE LEFT OF THE DARLING RANGE IN 2045?



THE PROBLEM: SUMMARY

“IT’S ALL GONNA BE OK” “LET’S PROTECT OUR FUTURE”

Environment
It’s not that big an impact and
we have the know-how to bring

back the forest in 150 years.

Environment
Ecosystem collapse in a biodiversity
hotspot is a probable outcome with

permanent consequences.

Social
We have the social license to
operate because the financial
benefit to WA justifies the risk.

Social
Alcoa money can’t make us forget

the impact on recreation, water loss,
toxic dust, fires and loss of future
earnings from related industries.

Governance
The 1961 State Agreement gives

bauxite mining priority over all other
considerations including water

catchment, tourism and agriculture.

Governance
Remediation/ rehabilitation alone

will cost WA a billion dollars.
Let’s not add to the problem.

How should we weigh up
the cost/ benefit?



Vision for the Darling Range

• Access to nature for all

• Recreational trails

Public and Private Benefit of excluding bauxite mining

• Cultural activities – art trails,
music in bush venues

• Native animal refuges

• Eco tourism

• Agriculture  - bee keeping
industry



Native Animal Zoo research and rewilding centre



THE VISION

69% of Japan is forested.
The country is a role-
model in terms of how it
has transformed from
industries driving the
agenda, to communities.

Unlike the Bilbao Guggenheim,
MONA in Hobart was not positioned
within a broader strategy of regional
renewal but the effect was to bring
over $100 MILLION p.a. into the
region despite its relative isolation.

The Shire of Murray has already launched its
‘WILD AT HEART’ campaign to position the region
as an eco-tourism centre for adventure-seekers.
This could be added to with a native animal zoo
rewilding threatened species, cultural and sporting
events and a paddock-to-plate food trail.

Introduction, Environnemental Impacts and The Future



What Can We do Now?

• ACT – do one thing

• BELONG – join a group

• COMMIT – volunteer

• Donate – funds or skills
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QUESTIONS?

Jennie Wise
jenniewise1@gmail.com
Jeff Bremer
Jeff.Bremer2020@gmail.com


